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We have gathered some of the best practices to help 
you understand the application of visual testing in 
ecommerce, and how it can improve the ROI for 
your online store. Through this guide we will explain 
how your ecommerce UI has a direct impact on ROI, 
what elements you should validate in order to get 
the best results, and how automated visual testing 
can help your online campaign performance and 
outcome.

ROI

Are you looking for different strategies to 
improve your ecommerce ROI? 

Then you’ve come to the right place. 

Introduction
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Introduction

In this e-book you will find:

A fundamental analysis around the relationship between visual errors and ROI. Why UI 
should be considered a key factor in ecommerce performance.
A summary of key visual errors to look out for when assessing the performance of your 
ecommerce.
A description of ecommerce UX functionalities and how a poor performance of those 
functionalities can lead to lower ROI and negative user experiences.
Why automated visual testing is the way to go: understanding basic principles of visual 
testing and how your ecommerce can benefit from it.
Information on Valido and business cases: Introducing Valido as the leading automated 
visual testing application in the market, with real-world examples and benefits.
Valido free assessment: What the free 30-day assessment offers, and how your 
ecommerce could benefit from it, at no cost.
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Understanding the relationship 
between Visual errors and ROI
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Today, many online stores fail to drive traffic and conversions, but it is not because of the ineffectiveness 
of their SEO strategy. In fact, the online store UI and UX design has become the primary reason behind 
the low conversion and revenue. If your ecommerce UI is not simple, intuitive, and efficient, users will 
find it difficult to interact with your online store. 

As a general principle, the user interface of any ecommerce is directly related to the user experience. 
Ecommerce brands that provide a good user interface for their customers, create a competitive edge for 
themselves in today’s marketplace. In addition, the UI that brands offer to their audiences significantly 
influences the perception and opinions that site visitors form about the online store and the business 
itself. 

Understanding the relationship between Visual errors and ROI
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For that reason, understanding the importance of the visual appearance of an ecommerce store is key in 
order to understand the direct relation between visual errors and ROI.

Numerous sales opportunities can be lost in so many different ways relating to UI errors. For example:

The user can be discouraged 
from a purchase due to 
certain product information 
not being displayed.

The user is unable to advance 
a purchase due to a broken 
call-to-action (CTA) button 
or a page loading error.

The user may be interrupted 
from completing the 
payment process due to an 
unexpected session expiry, 
causing frustration and cart 
abandonment.

Understanding the relationship between Visual errors and ROI

BUY NOW
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In order to understand the impact in-depth, let’s dive into some real examples of a poor ROI 
performance due to visual errors.

Problem: Content not loaded correctly on a product page
Implications for ROI: This error discourages the user from taking further action. As a result of 
certain product information not being available, the sale is likely lost, as he or she is unable to make 
an informed decision or progress further in the purchase.

Understanding the relationship between Visual errors and ROI
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Problem: Broken web formatting
Implications for ROI: In this example, the formatting of the website is broken, causing the header text 
to be partially hidden from view. As a result, the user is likely to doubt the site’s credibility, and turn to 
a competing online retailer that can offer a better purchase experience.

Understanding the relationship between Visual errors and ROI
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Problem:  Page loading error
Implications for Roi: A page loading error is a common problem found in web browsing. It is a visual 
error that not only impacts the appearance of the site, but also interrupts the customer’s journey of the 
site. A conversion path is blocked, thus having severe consequences to the online retailer’s ROI. 

Understanding the relationship between Visual errors and ROI
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Problem: Unexpected session expiration
Implications for ROI: The user is interrupted from completing a secure payment process due to an 
unexpected session expiration. This error interferes with the customer journey, and will likely lead to 
frustration, cart abandonment, and an unsuccessful sales conversion for the business. 

Understanding the relationship between Visual errors and ROI
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Ecommerce ROI: 
What are the Key UI aspects 
impacting your ecommerce?
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As we saw with the examples above, UI design shapes every stage of the user’s online shopping 
experience - from initial web page navigation to the purchase process. UI done right is a solid foundation 
for growth and development, and if done badly, it can lead to disaster, even with the best business idea.

Let’s have a look at the key UI aspects to consider when evaluating the ROI performance of your 
ecommerce.

UI done right is a solid foundation for growth and development of any ecommerce.
“ “

Ecommerce ROI: What are the Key UI aspects impacting your ecommerce?
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User actions make up an important part of web page UI functionality, yet this aspect is easily underlooked. 
It is all about visually testing the UI display (the UI element acted on, the surrounding elements, the entire 
page, etc.) after a particular user action. The UI elements on a web page should render as expected for the 
user.

Ecommerce ROI: What are the Key UI aspects impacting your ecommerce?

USER ACTIONS

A common example is clicking an add-to-cart button 
that brings up a mini cart display. Note that user 
actions can be varied and do not only consist of 
clicking a button. They can also consist of selecting, 
scrolling, dragging an element, mouse hovers, or 
inputting text to a shipping address form.
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Firstly, it is not necessary for an ecommerce site to have a responsive web design in order for the possibility 
of having it visually tested. A responsive web design is generally recommended by web developers, but there 
can be a number of reasons why an online business chooses to adopt other approaches.

Ecommerce ROI: What are the Key UI aspects impacting your ecommerce?

The main point here is that regardless of the web 
design approach, online stores need a way to test the 
web page UI rendering across different devices and 
screen sizes, whether desktop, mobile or tablet. This 
is where visual testing plays a crucial role. So whether 
the ecommerce website uses a responsive web design, 
or chooses to have a dedicated mobile site, the job of 
visual testing is to verify that the webpage UI displays 
to the online user as intended by the business.

UI RENDERING
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An online store usually consists of several pages with content that are either static or dynamic in nature. A 
common structure of an ecommerce website is one that contains a homepage, several category pages or 
product listing pages (PLP), and a greater number of product detail/description pages (PDP).

Ecommerce ROI: What are the Key UI aspects impacting your ecommerce?

Of course, there are other pages such as the Contact and About sections that could be important to test. Nevertheless, 
products and services are what customers are often interested in when they visit an ecommerce website.

PLP and PDP pages are where we are likely to see more visual changes. It could be expected campaign-related changes, 
or unexpected changes in the form of a visual error. Hence it is essential to test the UI navigation of the product details 
and prices on a regular basis.

PRODUCT DETAILS AND PRICE DISPLAY
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Is the price clearly visible to the online user through the web page UI? Is it correct? Is there an overlap of UI elements 
affecting the user’s view of the product information? Is there missing information or some unexpected UI element that 
deters the customer from proceeding further? Valido’s automated visual validation helps detect these types of problems.

Ecommerce ROI: What are the Key UI aspects impacting your ecommerce?

PRODUCT DETAILS AND PRICE DISPLAY
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Ecommerce ROI: What are the Key UI aspects impacting your ecommerce?

CHECKOUT AND PAYMENT FLOW

Equally as important as verifying the navigation of an ecommerce store is visually testing the checkout and 
payment flow. Also, it is vital to not only test the functionality of ecommerce flows, but also the visual user 
experience. To explain the importance of testing the visual experience of a checkout flow, we look at two 
examples of visual errors:  

Incorrect shipping charges displayed: If for some reason 
the shipping charges are miscalculated for certain orders, 
normal QA functional testing and service monitoring tools 
may not be able to detect the problem immediately, as the 
user is likely to just abandon the purchase. Without visual 
UI testing, the issue can only be detected once a drop in 
sales is observed or a customer reports the issue.
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Ecommerce ROI: What are the Key UI aspects impacting your ecommerce?

CHECKOUT AND PAYMENT FLOW

The order total is rendered incorrectly in the UI: 
A visual error of the order total, such as a partially 
displayed price or a wrong currency symbol, may 
similarly deter the user from making the purchase, 
even if the checkout passes functional tests and 
the correct total is charged to the customer. With 
visual testing, this error can be detected quickly 
and before it impacts the customer experience.
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Why is automated visual 
testing the way to go?
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Visual testing is an emerging field 
in ecommerce innovation that helps 
businesses deliver a consistent and 
optimal visual experience to their 
online customers. Automated visual 
testing tools allow you to easily monitor 
your site’s UI, to be notified whenever 
changes appear, and to take immediate 
action based on real-time analysis.

Prior to automated visual testing tools, 
visual validation was often performed 
manually by web developers themselves. 
In recent times, QA teams have started 
incorporating visual regression testing 
into their test plans, but only to a 
limited degree.

With the manual method, testers would 
manually interact on each page of an 
ecommerce site and inspect for visual 
errors. Evidently this is a time-intensive 
process, not only due to the number of 
visual elements that need to be scanned, 
but also because of the different 
operating systems, browser dimensions, 
screen orientations and device 
configurations involved. Manual testing 
regularly poses a concern of priority and 
resources for a lot of organizations. 

The reality is that visual bugs inevitably 
happen for any online store of any size, 
and in almost every case, negatively 
impacts revenue.

Why is automated visual testing the way to go?
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Automated Visual Testing Built for Ecommerce
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Valido is the pioneer visual testing platform for ecommerce which addresses the challenges faced by 
most visual testing solutions. 
What sets Valido apart is the flexibility it offers online businesses to create personalized tests for 
important ecommerce functionalities, such as catalog navigation, login, user registration, checkout, 
keyword search, and more. 

Not only does Valido allow testing across 
various device, browser and screen sizes, 
it also takes into consideration the testing 
needs for multi-country ecommerce sites. 
Its ability to test websites in different 
geographical locations allows quick 
detection of unintentional UI errors that 
may occur during campaign executions or 
catalog changes for multiple markets.

Valido, Automated Visual Testing Built for Ecommerce
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Valido, Automated Visual Testing Built for Ecommerce

Valido is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution, which means that it is cloud-based with no need for 
installation of test infrastructure on-premise. Ease-of-use is an important aspect of Valido; the visual 
tests and simulation of online user actions are simple to configure, customize and to get up and running.

In addition to its visual testing features, Valido’s dashboard and visualization features enable online 
businesses to actively monitor their web UI/UX in real-time. With Valido, visual error detection 
and alerting can be easily incorporated into service level management workflows, a critical aspect in 
ecommerce businesses operations. Built as a fully-functional Progressive Web App, businesses and 
technical users alike are able to access it anytime and anywhere to monitor and view test results.
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See Valido in action 
through real examples
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Hero was established in 1922 as a food company offering consumers healthy,  
natural, and sustainable food products. 

While a large portion of Hero’s revenues comes from its physical distribution network, its ecommerce is vital to the 
company’s overall sales and marketing strategy. Consumers are able to purchase Hero’s products directly through 
its online store, hence becoming an increasingly important channel for building brand trust and customer loyalty.
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Background

Hero relied on its ecommerce not only to generate 
sales, but also for building brand trust and engagement 
in its customer base. 

With Valido’s visual testing and real-time monitoring 
dashboard, Hero was able to quickly detect and resolve 
friction points in its online user experience. It was also 
able to efficiently track strategic UI changes from its 
sales and marketing campaigns.

The automated testing at scale by Valido has enabled 
Hero to focus its efforts on growing its business, 
without having to worry about undetected errors 
impacting its online store.
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Placeholder text error

Through Valido, Hero 
was able to detect an 
intermittent issue in the 
postcode placeholder text 
of its online shipping form. 
The real-time alerting and 
specific issue timestamps 
subsequently helped 
Hero’s technical team in 
its troubleshooting and 
resolution.
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Page Loading 
Performance

Valido’s ability to 
customize the timing of 
screen capture validations 
enabled Hero to identify 
specific user journeys 
that were hindered by 
page loading performance 
issues. With this 
information, both Hero’s 
commercial and technical 
teams were able to work 
together effectively to 
implement the necessary 
optimizations to the user 
checkout experience.
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Discovering 
overlap of web 
elements
UI errors such as text 
and image overlap can 
be detrimental to the 
business especially when 
it causes important 
information to be 
hidden from the online 
customer’s view. With 
Valido, Hero is now 
able to identify such 
errors which would 
have been impossible to 
detect through ordinary 
regression testing.
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Key conclusions

In just a few short months, Hero has been able to reap major business 
benefits from using Valido.

Hero now has a way to catch visual regressions, which it 
had no means of detecting prior. 

Hero’s CX team is now able to identify visual errors 
such as an inaccurate display of product information or 
a misplaced UI element. 

The development team no longer has to spend 
significant effort checking for UI errors.

The team now has better oversight of online sales & 
marketing campaign executions.
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Mayoral is the leading children’s fashion company in Spain and Portugal, with extensive 
experience in the textile industry that has made it an international benchmark.

The corporate group currently comprises companies dedicated to the design, manufacture, commercialisation and 
distribution of children’s fashion in more than 100 countries. Mayoral sells online in more than 21 countries.
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Improvements achieved

Through Valido, Mayoral was 
able to detect a major issue in 
a new version of the PLP after 
a deployment. The new version 
did not contain the add-to-
cart function, so customers 
navigating through it were not 
able to perform any purchase 
until the error was fixed.

Add-to-cart 
function failing
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Improvements achieved

Mobile version with 
inconsistencies

Through Valido, Mayoral was 
able to detect inconsistencies 
in the UI elements of its 
mobile site. In this particular 
case, the sales flow was not 
impacted dramatically, but 
the UX was partially affected.
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Key conclusions

Mayoral has integrated Valido as its trusted app for 
UI testing of its entire ecommerce. This includes 
multiple language sites, catalogs by country, as 
well as for the different prices and campaigns 
implemented. In such a complex ecommerce 
ecosystem, Valido has proven to be a key tool for 
both QA and commercial departments.
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Want to boost your ecommerce performance? Get a free assessment

We are currently providing online retailers a free assessment of their visual testing needs. 
Find out how you could maximize the ROI of your ecommerce with Valido.

Get your Free Assessment

Test configuration Test validation Results

No commitment required.

We will configure key tests for 
your ecommerce to validate 
crucial ecommerce flows, such 
as checkout, PLP and PDP 
navigation.

We will validate the results gained 
through testing and analyze the pain 
points of your ecommerce. 

We will see what areas of your 
ecommerce are most affected in 
terms of ROI.

We will share the results with 
you within 2 working days, 
so you can immediately start 
taking action on the issues 
detected. All of this with no 
cost or commitment.

https://www.valido.ai/book-a-demo
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Build a better ecommerce for your businesses today

Message Us Call Us Address
hello@valido.ai (+34) 981 - 914 837 C/Cordelería, 32

2ª planta, 15003 A Coruña,

Spain

https://www.valido.ai/
https://www.instagram.com/valido_orienteed/
https://twitter.com/ValidoOrienteed
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/valido-visual-validation
mailto:hello%40valido.ai?subject=

